Abstract-Next-generation systems face a wide range of new potential sources of application interference, including resilience actions, system software adaptation, and in situ analytics programs. In this paper, we present a new model for analyzing the performance of bulk-synchronous HPC applications based on the use of extreme value theory. After validating this model against both synthetic and real applications, the paper then uses both simulation and modeling techniques to profile nextgeneration interference sources and characterize their behavior and performance impact on a selection of HPC benchmarks, mini-applications, and applications. Lastly, this work shows how the model can be used to understand how current interference mitigation techniques in multi-processors work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next-generation HPC applications face a wide range of sources of performance interference. OS noise [36] is the most well-known and studied of these. However, many other sources of interference have also been identified, including asynchronous checkpointing [11] , [28] , in situ analytics systems [32] , [45] , and system power capping [35] . These sources are particularly important because of the increasing importance of application composition and dynamic resource management in next-generation HPC systems and applications [3] , [27] .
Understanding and managing the potential performance impacts of these activities is vital. Despite a wide range of empirical interference studies [1] , [9] , [10] , [21] , [33] , [36] , however, the HPC community has only a rough understanding of exactly how HPC applications are perturbed. For example, OS noise studies have empirically demonstrated that the "shape" of the noise is at least as important as the amount of noise; infrequent, long-duration noise events have been shown to be significantly more disruptive than frequent short-duration noise events [10] , [21] . However, why interference-sensitive HPC applications behave this way is still not well understood.
In this paper, we present a novel framework for modeling, characterizing, and predicting the impact of interfering activities and mitigation techniques on bulk-synchronous programming (BSP) HPC applications. This framework uses extreme value theory (EVT) to analyze the impact of interference on bulk synchronous applications; EVT provides tools both for characterizing how the "shape" of BSP periods is impacted by interference and for predicting how changes in the number of application processes will impact the length of these periods.
This method allows us to quantify both existing and emerging sources of HPC performance interference and to compare and contrast their behavior. In addition, it also provides guidance on the effectiveness of potential noise mitigation techniques.
After providing essential background information on performance interference in HPC applications and a brief introduction to key concepts from extreme value theory in Section II, we describe in detail the following contributions:
• A stochastic model that can be used to characterize and extrapolate the performance of HPC applications in the presence of representative sources of interference in nextgeneration HPC systems, including predicting the runtime of HPC applications and the effect of interference on BSP computing periods as the application scales ( §III); • A validation of this model using a set of synthetic benchmarks with BSP computing periods whose lengths follow different probability distributions ( §IV); • A simple and efficient method of characterizing different sources of interference and their impact on applications ( §V); • An evaluation of the ability of the model to predict the performance impact of different sources of interference on HPC applications ( §VI); and • A demonstration of the use of these modeling techniques for understanding the potential impact of proposed interference mitigation techniques ( §VII).
We conclude with a thorough discussion of related work and directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND
Extreme value theory (EVT) is a sub-field of statistics focused on the behavior of maxima of a set of random variables [23] . It is generally used to analyze or predict the likelihood of extreme events occurring. EVT works with a set of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) stochastic events of potentially unknown distribution, and seeks to understand when a new extreme value (a sample larger than those seen previously) should be expected to happen. It is used in fields such as hydrology to determine long-term flood plain levels, and for similar actuarial analyses in the insurance and financial industries. It has also been used to estimate the size of demand bursts in internet traffic [42] .
EVT methods generally focus on the use of the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. This distribution combines different related distributions in which the maximum value of a set of independent and identically distributed random variables can be fitted assuming distributions with well-behaved tails, so that the distribution of maxima can be approximated to this asymptotic distribution [6] .
Where, −∞ < ξ < ∞, −∞ < μ < ∞, and σ > 0 Equation 1 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the GEV distribution, which includes three parameters, shape (ξ), location (μ) and scale (σ). The shape (ξ) parameter defines if the distribution of maxima belongs to the lightly-tailed Gumbel (ξ = 0) distribution, the heavytailed Fréchet distribution (ξ > 0), or the bounded-tail Weibull distribution (ξ < 0).
The block maxima method from EVT is a commonly-used technique for fitting the GEV distribution to the maximum of a set of random samples of a random variable. In this method, the observations of a given random variable are divided into blocks of size n and the maximum value occurrence in each block is determined. A traditional distribution fitting method, commonly maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), is then used to determine the GEV parameters that best fit this set of maxima. The resulting distribution is that of the maxima of blocks of size n. In flood plain analysis, for example, the block maxima method is frequently used with blocks of 365 days to estimate GEV parameters for the distribution of maximum annual water levels.
Given a concrete GEV, return level analysis can then be used to compute the return level,R. This return level can be interpreted as the value that will, on average, be exceeded once in every N samples of the distribution. Note, that this is once every b blocks when using the block maxima method to fit the GEV distribution. In the common flood plain level, for example, the 100-year flood plain is simply the 100-year return level once the GEV parameters for the distribution of annual maximum waters levels have been determined. Details of this calculation have been omitted for brevity and are available in the literature [6] .
In addition to return level analysis, extreme value techniques also sometimes seek to directly calculate the expected value of the maximum of a set of random variables, an area termed expectation of maximum values (EMV), and a number of approximation techniques have been proposed for this problem [2] , [8] , [12] , [16] , [41] . Most recently, the expected mean maximum approach (EMMA) [41] has been used to to estimate execution times in BSP applications when the probability distribution of process local computation times is known a priori. In particular, this technique estimates the expected value of the maximum m instances of a set of i.i.d. random variables X i with distribution F as:
where P ≈ 0.570376002 1/m .
III. MODELING HPC PERFORMANCE INTERFERENCE
We propose a stochastic model of HPC application performance interference in order to better explain the impact of different types of interference on application performance, quantify interference sources, and predict how interference will impact application performance at large scales. This section presents an overview of our modeling approach and discusses issues related to the use of this model with real HPC applications. Specifically, this section discusses:
• The general stochastic model we use for HPC applications and its assumptions about application structure; • How we estimate parameters for this stochastic model with small-scale runs of applications and interfering workloads; • How we determine the size and number of application runs needed for estimation; and • How we extrapolate application runtime performance in the presence of interfering workloads to larger scales.
A. Modeling Approach
We assume HPC applications can be modeled as BSP applications perturbed by interference. As shown in Figure 1 , this assumes that an application can be described as a sequence of k intervals each of which comprises local computation followed by synchronization. For each interval, we assume the local compute times in a given BSP interval at each process are independently and identically distributed according to an unknown (i.e. general) distribution. We similarly assume that perturbation changes the distribution in each interval. Note that we do not assume that the distributions of local compute times in different BSP intervals are identically distributed, as sequences of intervals that correlate to realistic HPC applications contain a number of intervals which may behave differently. In terms of the model, the global synchronization at the end of each BSP interval causes that interval to have a length that is the maximum of the generally-distributed i.i.d. random variables that comprise that interval. As such, we model the distribution of the set of processes in a particular BSP interval using the generalized extreme value distribution. We can then use standard estimation techniques to estimate the GEV parameters for each BSP interval in a perturbed application.
Unlike previous approaches, this approach does not assume an a priori distribution of the compute times in a particular interval on a single process. Positing a distribution for every BSP interval in an application would be both error-prone and unwieldy, particularly when those intervals are perturbed by different sources of interference. In contrast, using the GEV distribution requires only comparatively weak independence assumptions; while point-to-point communications potentially violate independence, their impact on the accuracy of this model is modest for real applications, as shown in Section VI.
B. Estimating Model Parameters
For every BSP interval in an application being modeled, we estimate the location (μ), scale (σ), and shape (ξ) parameters of the corresponding GEV distribution. We do so using the block maxima method and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) previously outlined in Section II. In this method, individual samples are grouped into fixed block sizes in which a maximum is taken, and a set of these block maxima are used to estimate GEV parameters. In our cases, the number of processes computing in the BSP interval being sampled is the block size, while the number of instances of that BSP interval (generally from independent application executions) are the number of block samples used for MLE estimation. Determining an appropriate block size and number of block samples needed is somewhat complex and described in Section III-C.
For data collection, we run the application and interfering workload at modest scale either on real hardware or in a simulator such as the well-known LogGOPSim validated simulator [22] . In these runs, we record the process-relative time (e.g. the time from the end of MPI_Init()) at which each process enters a synchronizing collective operation (e.g., MPI_Barrier). We then compute BSP intervals' lengths by grouping pairs of collected times from each process, providing a sample of the maximum of each block.
C. Choosing Block Sizes and Number of Blocks
Determining the block size and the number of blocks to use for estimation is a key challenge when using the block maxima method. Using both large blocks and large numbers of blocks is preferable but can be computationally expensive. For example, obtaining 1000 blocks samples with a block size of 1024 can potentially require 1000 application runs each with 1024 processes. On the other hand, choosing block sizes that are too small can lead to significant model bias, and using too few blocks results in high variance in model parameter estimates [6] .
We address this problem iteratively. We begin by choosing an initial estimate of the number of blocks to use and block size empirically based on the amount of computation time available for estimation and the desired variance in parameter estimates. We then repeatedly test if model extrapolations pass a statistical test for all of the BSP intervals in the application.
If all tests pass, we use the current block size; if any test fails, we increase the block size up to a limit again determined by available computational resources. If we reach the maximum feasible block size, we then determine a threshold BSP interval below which to smooth sample maxima, as described below.
1) Testing for Parameter Bias:
We use a method based on normality tests [4] to determine if the block size is sufficiently large to have an unbiased estimate. In particular, we seek to find the block size at which expected maximum value (EMV) extrapolations are normally distributed. For each tested block size, we use a combination of observed BSP intervals and (unsmoothed) bootstrap samples in order to compute sets of expected maximum values for a given extrapolation. We then perform normality tests on the set of results to determine if the resulting predictions are normally distributed with a 95% confidence interval.
2) Reducing Required Block Sizes: In some cases, the block sizes required to achieve normally-distributed EMV estimates can be very large. This is particularly true when BSP intervals are very short and interference happens at a low frequency. For example, in cases with 100 μs BSP intervals, the block size sometimes must exceed 4000 processes to obtain a normallydistributed EMV extrapolations.
To address this, we adapt a technique for smoothing sample extremes [5] , [7] , [14] , [17] , [34] , [38] developed for when the asymptotic assumption for the normality of the MLE estimators is hard to satisfy for a given block size. Because this smoothing process can modify distributions, however, we seek to minimize its use. In particular, we only smooth after reaching the largest block size at which it is feasible to sample, at which point we choose a threshold BSP interval length θ s such that all intervals which do not result in normallydistributed extrapolations are below this threshold. We then smooth BSP sample maxima for all intervals with a length below this threshold. We smooth using a simple 5-sample running average low-pass filter; we have not yet considered more sophisticated smoothing strategies, though this is a potentially important area for future work as described in Section IX.
D. Extrapolating Model Performance
Once model parameters for each BSP interval have been estimated, we then use the EMMA approximation in Equation 2 to compute the expected length of each BSP interval at larger scales [41] . In our approach, F corresponds to the estimated GEV distribution for a given interval and m corresponds to the target number of blocks at the extrapolated scale. In this case, m = p n , where p is the number of processes at the extrapolated scale and n is the block size used for model estimation as described in Section III-A.
Summing the expected values of all BSP intervals at a given scale estimates the runtime of an application subject to interference at that scale. This assumes that the lengths of successive BSP intervals are statistically independent; this is a reasonable assumption because, by definition, BSP interval k − 1 ends on all processes before BSP interval k begins. 
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
To validate this modeling approach, we use a synthetic BSP application in which the distribution of process runtime between synchronizing collectives can be carefully controlled, a set of interfering workloads, and both empirical measurement and simulation. We first use this framework to validate the approach's ability to estimate and extrapolate runtimes with BSP interval distributions. Following this, we validate the model's handling of varying interference workloads. Finally, we compare predictions generated by the proposed model with this test against those made using the previously-published EMMA model.
A. Validation Framework
The framework used for validation consists of three main components: a synthetic BSP test program, a set of interfering workloads drawn from a variety of previous works, and systems on which to evaluate the ability of the model to handle these workloads.
1) Synthetic BSP Application:
We implemented a synthetic BSP application to be able to carefully control computation intervals and validate the model's ability to capture the impact of variations in BSP interval duration. Our synthetic applications consists of a loop which repeatedly performs local computation and then executes MPI_Barrier. It takes as input the desired number of local computation intervals (e.g., number of iterations), the distribution of those times (e.g., Pareto, exponential), and the parameters associated to each distribution (e.g., Pareto scale and shape, exponential mean, etc.). For each iteration, the benchmark uses the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) [15] and the Scalable Parallel Random Number Generators library (SPRNG) [30] to randomly generate a local computation time that follows the provided distribution. Listing 2 shows pseudo-code for the synthetic application.
In this test, each iteration of the loop constitutes a sample of the BSP distribution in question. Note that this differs from the modeling approach described in Section III for real applications, where each pair of synchronizing collectives delineates a BSP interval to be modeled independently, with each application comprising many independent intervals. As a result, this synthetic test can be used to gather a large number of samples for a given BSP interval length distribution very quickly.
2) Interference Sources:
We assembled a collection of multiple interference sources representing different sources and distributions of interference against which to validate our modeling approach:
• OS noise: We use OS noise traces from two HPC systems at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to validate the model's ability to handle well-known OS-based interference source, as well as one synthetic trace similar to the described by Ferreira et al. [10] . For real-world systems, we use interference traces from Titan, a Cray XK7 system, and Rhea, an Infiniband Linux cluster. We used the netgauge tool [20] to collect these interference profiles. We also use a 3.34% CPU overhead synthetic trace with noise events and inter-arrival times following a Gaussian distribution with a mean event duration of 100 ms, inter-arrival times of 3 seconds, and standard deviations of 10 ms and 300 ms.
• Asynchronous checkpointing: We generated a synthetic interference trace to represent asynchronous checkpointing interference containing noise events with a 1-second duration and a two minute period. This profile matches traces used in recent studies of the performance impact of asynchronous checkpointing [11] .
• In situ analytics: We validate the model against the interference effects of in situ analytics in two representative applications, the Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) [26] and LAMMPS [37] . We used the CPU detour traces for these two analytics workloads that were collected for our previous work [32] ; for convenience, we refer to the GTC analytics as "PreDatA" (the framework used to implement them in [44] ) and the LAMMPS analytics as "Bonds". These CPU overheads of these noise traces are 2.44% (PreDatA) and 2.8% (Bonds).
3) Workload Execution:
We executed the benchmark and interference workloads on both real-world system and a simulator. When validating against varying BSP interval lengths and no additional interference, we collected results using Titan; the low baseline level of interference of its Cray Linux Environment OS [24] provides a low-variance environment for validation.
Titan does not provide a simple means of controlling colocated workloads, making it difficult to use for validation against varying interference sources. Consequently, we use the publicly-available LogGOPSim [22] simulation environment to validate model predictions with varying interference loads. LogGOPSim simulates application behavior using traces that contain all exchanged messages and collective operations, allowing it to accurately account for communication-and computation-induced delays. LogGOPSim's performance analysis capabilities have been previously validated [21] , [22] , and it has been widely used to study the effect of interference in HPC application performance.
B. Validation Against Varying Local Computation Distributions
To validate the model with different application computation distributions, we ran the synthetic application without interfering workloads on the Oak Ridge Titan HPC system. For these tests, the synthetic application runs 1000 iterations with each process, and we used local compute times that were either exponentially distributed with means of 10 ms, 40 ms, and 160 ms, or Pareto distributed with scales of 10 ms, 20 ms, and 40 ms, along with a Pareto shape parameter of α = 3. These tests were chosen to represent both exponentially and heavy-tailed compute distributions.
We conducted a single 512-core, 1000-iteration run on Titan to estimate GEV parameters for each computation distribution, resulting in 1000 BSP interval samples with a block size of 512. We then used the methodology described in Section III to estimate the runtime of the test-case up to 16,384 cores and compared both measured and extrapolated runtimes. In all cases, extrapolations were normally distributed with no smoothing.
In addition, we also analytically computed the runtime for exponentially-distributed BSP intervals using the well-known formula for the maximum of n i.i.d. exponential random variables:
where n is the number of random variables, Tables I and II show the estimated GEV parameters for each experiment, and Figures 3 and 4 show the observed, modeled, and analytically predicted runtimes for these tests. In each case, our proposed modeling approach correctly predicted the experimentally observed execution times with prediction errors less than 15.6%, 3.3%, and 0.24% for the exponential distribution with 10 ms, 20 ms and 40 ms means; and less than 9.4%, 12.4%, and 12.1% for the pareto distribution with 10 ms, 20 ms, and 40 ms scales at 16,384 processes. We observed improvements in accuracy when we use larger block sizes, for example using a block size of 1024 for the exponential distribution with 10 ms reduces the prediction error to less than 10.6% at 16,384 processes. For the heavytailed Pareto distribution, both EMMA and our method underestimate execution times; this is a result of limitations of using the EMMA method with heavy-tailed distributions, an effect previously observed by EMMA's creators [41] . 
C. Validation Against Varying Interference Sources
For validation against varying interference sources, we use the test-case with deterministic BSP intervals and the interfering workloads described in Section IV-A2. Because of the difficulty in co-locating arbitrary interference workloads with an application on production systems, we use the LogGOPSim simulator as described in Section IV-A1. For these experiments we run the synthetic benchmarks with local computation times in the range of 100 μs to 10 seconds. We estimate the GEV model parameters using 1000 blocks of 512 processes and extrapolate the runtime to process counts up to 16,384 nodes. We use a smoothing parameter of θ s = 600 ms to reduce the required block size to 512 processes. The model accurately predicts runtimes up to 16,384 nodes with a prediction error of less than 7.4%. Larger local computation times produce uniformly smaller prediction errors.
Smaller local compute times also result in minimal prediction errors for all interference sources except for asynchronous checkpointing interference. In particular, prediction errors for all cases besides asynchronous checkpointing at 100 μs are approximately 30% or less, sufficient for making performance predictions for most applications (as we discuss in Section VI).
However, the prediction error for the asynchronous checkpointing case with local compute times of 100 μs is almost 100% despite smoothed extrapolations passing the normality test. As a result, this modeling approach can have accuracy problems with checkpointing-like interference sources in applications that predominantly consist of very small BSP intervals, as we show in Section VI-C. We are currently exploring alternative smoothing and approximation techniques to address these challenges, as described in Section IX.
D. Noise Performance Impact Comparison vs. EMMA Method
We have shown (Section IV-B) that the EMMA method can successfully predict execution time when the distribution of local computation times is known a priori. To better understand the limitations of this approach compared to our proposed GEV-based approach, we also validate its viability in the presence of interference using LogGOPSim simulation, the synthetic test-case with local computation times of 100 ms of duration, and the synthetic trace with Gaussian-distributed noise events. Because the distribution of compute times in the presence of interference is difficult to determine, we evaluate the use of EMMA fitted to multiple candidate distributions. Figure 6 shows the results of these experiments. While the EMMA method can predict application runtime if the correct prior distribution is known and fitted (in this case, the Raleigh distribution is most effective), the performance of EMMA is highly dependent on choosing the correct prior distribution, a choice that will vary with both interference source and application BSP interval behavior. This is particularly problematic for real applications which can contain tens or hundreds of separate BSP intervals of varying length and distribution. In contrast, the method described in this paper makes much weaker distributional assumptions and so can be applied more easily to a large number of intervals, including those perturbed by interference. EMMA-Normal EMMA-Weibull EMMA-Rayleigh EMMA-Gamma EMMA-GP Observed Fig. 6 . Performance impact prediction for the BSP synthetic application in the presence of interference using EMMA EMV method. We use BSP intervals of 100 ms, and an interference source with Gaussian-distributed noise events with a mean duration of 100 ms and an inter-arrival time of 3 seconds. The BSP intervals are fitted to different candidate distributions.
V. INTERFERENCE WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
Understanding how a particular source of interference will affect HPC application performance is difficult. As previous studies have shown, interference sources with the same mean interference duration can have radically different effects on application performance. Because of the many potential sources of interference in next-generation systems, including resilience, power management, and analytics, characterizing the potential effects of different interference sources is important in next-generation systems.
The GEV-based model described in Section III and the synthetic application described in Section IV-A can be used to characterize different interference sources. Specifically, the synthetic application can be used to measure how an interference source perturbs BSP intervals of different lengths, and the proposed modeling approach can be used to project how this perturbance changes at scale. The result is a profile of how an interference source behaves at a particular scale.
In order to demonstrate this capability, we generated a performance impact profile for OS noise, asynchronous checkpointing, and in situ analystics (see Section IV-A2) on 16,384 nodes using simulation. For this analysis, we use a block size of 512 nodes and 1000 block maxima samples. We performed this analysis for a range of local computation times between 100 μs and 10 seconds. Figure 7 shows the estimated performance impacts in terms of the projected slowdowns of BSP intervals of different lengths for all validated BSP interval lengths. These results demonstrate the impact of different noise sources on BSP intervals of different lengths, and the importance of being able to characterize and predict the impact of interference on application performance. Predictions of the impact of the asynchronous checkpointing task are not accurate for small BSP intervals (as discussed in Section IV-C) and are not shown for intervals below 100 ms. 
VI. PREDICTING APPLICATION PERFORMANCE IMPACT
In addition to characterizing noise, this modeling approach can also be used to directly predict the scaling performance of applications subject to interference. It does so by applying the model to every BSP interval in a complete application. In the remainder of this section, we evaluate the ability of the model to predict the performance impact of three sources of interference on a set of applications and mini-applications.
A. Evaluation Methodology
We use a set of four workloads, consisting of applications and mini-applications, to evaluate the model's ability to predict application scaling performance:
• CoMD: a molecular dynamics code created as part of Mantevo suite of mini-applications [39].
• LAMMPS-LJ: the Lenard-Jones potential of LAMMPS [37] , a scientific application developed in Sandia National Laboratories to perform molecular dynamics simulations.
• HPCCG: an application used to solve conjugate gradient problems [19] , [39].
• LULESH: a hydrodynamics simulator [25] . Figure 8 shows the minimum, mean, and maximum lengths of the intervals between synchronizing collectives for the selected applications. As this figure shows, the statistical distributions of the interval lengths for these applications are diverse, as are the lengths of the intervals.
Because we are evaluating multiple interference workloads, we again use LogGOPSim: small-scale runs collect BSP interval length information for estimation, and large-scale runs obtain simulated runtimes against which to compare model predictions. All experiments in this section estimate GEV parameters using simulation runs of 512 processes (i.e. estimation block size is 512), and each 512-process simulation is run 500 times to generate estimation samples for each BSP block. We again use a smoothing threshold of θ s = 600 ms, the lowest threshold such that all BSP intervals with non-normally distributed extrapolations are smoothed, for all tests. Figure 9 shows how each of three OS noise profiles affect application slowdown. This figure also shows the error in predicted runtime. Similarly, Figure 10 shows how these four applications respond to interference from two analytics workloads. These results demonstrate that our modeling approach accurately captures a wide range of application and interference behaviors, in all cases with prediction error of less than 6.8%.
B. OS Noise and Analytics Interference
In the case of OS noise, for example, our approach correctly predicts the performance differences between the lowinterference OS noise profiles used in modern supercomputing systems and the high impact of synthetic traces of historical OS noise interference patterns. It similarly correctly predicts the difference in application sensitivities, for example between HPCCG and the other applications.
C. Asynchronous Checkpointing Interference
In contrast, Figure 11 illustrates the current limitations of our model with certain extreme interference workloads. In this figure, we consider one such source of interference: asynchronous checkpointing. As discussed in Section IV, our modeling approach accurately predicts the impact of this workload on longer BSP intervals, but is inaccurate for very small BSP intervals. As a result, the approach successfully predicts the performance scaling of LULESH, which has almost exclusively long BSP intervals, but makes very inaccuate predictions for the other three applications, which contain a large number of BSP intervals of 100 ms or less. 
D. Understanding and Mitigating Model Limitations
The modeling approach described in this paper relies on being able to statistically estimate the characteristics of an interfering workload, and samples these characteristics using existing application BSP intervals. This is the case when either the interference source is lightly-tailed or the length of most application BSP intervals is a sizeable fraction of the period of the interference source. With both short BSP intervals and bursty (i.e. heavy-tailed) interference, however, accurate estimates may require a computationally infeasible number of samples even after smoothing.
As an alternative, we are currently exploring a hybrid GEV model that combines the approach described in Section III with the noise profiling technique presented in Section V. This technique directly samples interference impact when unperturbed BSP intervals are longer than a threshold θ h , and interpolates between slowdown estimates collected using the Runtime error (%) Fig. 11 . Estimation using the GEV model of an asynchronous checkpointing task producing noise events of 1 second duration every two minutes on a set of applications. Solid lines are the applications' slowdown (percent) and dashed lines are the percent error of the predicted runtimes with respect to the simulated runtimes.
synthetic benchmark from Section V when unperturbed BSP intervals are less then θ h . This synthetic benchmark samples an interference source quickly at the cost of not using the exact actual application BSP interval distribution. As shown in Figure 12 , initial results show that this technique may be able to address the estimation and accuracy problems the current techniques encounter when modeling asynchronous checkpointing. Fully exploring and integrating this technique into our overall methodology is a work in progress, however, and completing this research remains a direction for future work. In particular, developing methodologies for setting θ h and for interpolating between synthetic measurements are key outstanding challenges in this direction. Preliminary results estimating the impact of asynchronous checkpointing on application performance using a hybrid combining direct estimation of large BSP interval perturbance and estimation of small BSP interval perturbance using synthetic benchmark results.
VII. GUIDING INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
In addition to predicting application performance impact, extreme value modeling of HPC application interference can also provide guidance on approaches to mitigate the performance impact of interference. Past work has attempted to mitigate interference through techniques such as gang scheduling and non-blocking collectives. In terms of our performance model, gang scheduling mitigates the impact of interference by reducing the effective number of independent mutuallyinterfering processes. Non-blocking collectives mitigate the impact of interference by increasing the time between synchronizing events.
In the remainder of this section, we demonstrate the use of our modeling approach to predict the impact of another mitigation technique, earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling, and to explain its effect on application performance. Previous work has hypothesized that EDF scheduling can decentralize the gang scheduling of interference events [29] , [31] . Using the techniques described in the previous section, we profile the impact of EDF scheduling on interference sources and examine how it impacts application performance to better understand its potential effectiveness.
To do so, we first model and simulate the performance impact of the PreDatA in situ analytics interference source with different BSP interval lengths, simulating scheduling of the interference with both best-effort scheduling and EDF scheduling with a scheduling period of 10 ms. Because the average CPU utilization of PreDatA is 2.44%, we simulate allocating a 3% utilization factor to the EDF-scheduled workload, enough to meet PreDatA's CPU demands. We use the synthetic application described in Section IV-A with local computation times ranging from 100μsec to 10 sec and 1000 loop iterations, and we gather estimation data using 512 process runs. Figure 13 shows the impact of EDF scheduling on BSP interval slowdown. Using EDF scheduling reduces the slowdowns for these intervals by several orders of magnitude, and works particualrly well for BSP intervals longer than the EDF scheduling period. The predicted slowdown for these intervals falls to the level of the amount of CPU allocated to the analytics workload, 3%. This performance impact also carries through to applications. Figure 14 shows how EDF scheduling of the PreDatA analytics interference source impacts the HPCCG miniapplication both in terms of runtime and prediction error. As shown in the figure, our GEV modeling approach accurately predicts the performance reduction when interference is EDF scheduled with HPCCG, and has a runtime prediction error of less than 3.25% at 65,536 nodes. Illustrating the source of this performance improvement, Figure 15 shows the cumulative distribution functions of the different BSP intervals perturbed by PreDatA. EDF-scheduled interference results in BSP intervals of essentially fixed length, while the best-effort scheduled interference has a significant tail. The corresponding estimated GEV shape parameters for these distributions confirm this effect; best-effort scheduled intervals are estimated with a shape parameter of ξ = 0.36, corresponding to the Fréchet distribution, while EDF-scheduled intervals have a shape parameter of ξ = −0.26, corresponding to a fixed-tail Weibull distribution.
From this it is clear that EDF scheduling actually mitigates performance interference differently from gang schedul- ing -instead of reducing the effective number of processes computing in a BSP interval, it instead shapes the distribution of the interference. In other words, EDF scheduling reduces the impact of interference by changing its tail behavior, thereby changing how this interference scales.
VIII. RELATED WORK
Interference impact characterization. Sources of performance interference on large-scale applications and systems have been widely studied [1] , [9] , [10] , [21] , [33] , [36] , particularly in the context of OS activities. Other sources of interference, such as power management [13] , [35] , resilience [11] , [28] , [43] and in situ analytics codes [32] , [45] have also been investigated. Unlike the work described in this paper, these studies were almost exclusively empirical with little or no theoretical or analytical underpinning to help researchers understand why interference interacted with applications in the way it did or provide quantitative predictions about how particular interference sources and applications would interact. The work described in this paper is the first of which we are aware that provides an analytical underpinning to studies of emerging HPC application interference other than shor-lived system activities and that can be used to make quantitative predictions in that regard.
LogGOPSim [22] has been widely used in many HPC application interference studies because of its ability to handle different interference traces and to simulate interference impact at large scales. The work described in this paper leverages LogGOPSim's associated tracing library for collecting BSP interval start and end times and uses LogGOPSim to validate and evaluate our modeling approach.
In addition, our study of the GEV model extends LogGOPSim with additional capabilities, allowing it to be used to examine application performance at scales that were previously computationally intractable because of runtime considerations. For example, there are a number of LogGOPSim workloads which can take days or weeks to simulate, and the discreteevent structure of LogGOPSim makes it difficult to parallelize. Using the model described in this paper, researchers can instead use LogGOPSim to simulate the impact of interference on HPC applications with many small-scale parallel runs and then use our model to extrapolate large-scale application performance impact. Extreme Value Theory. EVT has been used in a wide range of fields, but only occasionally to model computational processes, in particular to model internet traffic [18] . That work used EVT concepts to study heavy-tail distributions of the duration of IP data flows. Similarly, Uchida et al. [42] present a model that uses extreme value theory to explain the tail of the distribution of throughput and as a tool to predict peaks of throughput.
As described in Section II, some EVT concepts, particularly expectation of maximum values, have been used to examine the performance of BSP applications. Sun and Peterson [41] used extreme value concepts to derive the expected mean maximum approximation (EMMA) method to predict parallel execution time without explicity considering performance interference. Moreover, unlike our work, the authors did not use extreme value distributions themselves to estimate application performance. As previously discussed in IV-D, this limits EMMA's direct use in application performance estimation. Nonetheless, the method described in this paper for conducting such estimations relies heavily on EMMA for extrapolation, and would not be possible without it.
Seelam et al. [40] developed and validated an analytical model of the impact of operating system noise on the performance of a custom microbenchmark. However, their results show that operating system noise has a relatively small impact (e.g., less than 10% slowdown) on the performance of their microbenchmark. In contrast, we have shown that our method accurately predicts the performance of real applications running in the presence of sources of performance interference that may significantly degrade performance.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a new stochastic modeling approach to understanding, characterizing, and predicting the impact of interference sources on HPC applications. It does so by leveraging properties of the generalized extreme value distribution, making use of prior work on extrapolating the expected value of sets of maximum distributions, and developing a step-by-step methodology to apply these techniques to real HPC applications. The resulting technique has been validated against multiple interference sources, and successfully predicts the performance impact for these sources for multiple HPC applications and mini-applications.
The main direction for future work in this area is improving the methodology's ability to handle very low-frequency interference sources for applications with small BSP intervals. This case presents a fundamental challenge due to the disparity between scope of the interference being sampled and the granularity at which small BSP intervals sample that interference. As a result, directly characterizing such interference in these cases is very challenging.
We are considering two different approaches for addressing this challenge. First, we plan to examine more sophisticated smoothing schemes than the simple running average lowpass filter technique considered in this paper. Second, we are considering using a hybrid approach where instead of directly estimating the distribution of very small application BSP intervals when perturbed by noise, we use large numbers of samples with the synthetic application as a proxy for these intervals, as they can be sampled much more cheaply, and different BSP length slowdowns interpolated between, as described in Section VI.
Another direction for future work is to study interference performance impact on applications using the asynchronous models that are expected in Exascale systems. These emerging programming models seek to reduce global synchronization, for example by allowing applications to overlap computation with collective operations whenever possible or by using local collectives. This increases the length of the intervals between global synchronization, but does not eliminate it entirely however. It also reduces the independence of distributed calculations. We expect our basic approach will remain feasible but addressing independence assumptions of the length of perprocess intervals will be important for such applications.
Finally, the GEV model presented in this paper is flexible enough to study interference sources related to power and other dynamic hardware activities. These activities can be modeled as interference events therefore our model should accurately predict their impact in a similar fashion to the sources in this work. Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. This publication has been assigned the Sandia identifier SAND2016-6709C.
